


SO TODAY  
             THEY CAn

« MY FUTURE HINGES ON   THIs MOMENT. »



SO TODAY  
             THEY CAn

« I’VE COMe   SO FAR. »



THE DAY IT ALL CHAnGED

I worked hard to get here...and harder to stay.

 I dealt with doubts (theirs and my own).

  I worked my tail off. I invested so much.  

   I learned a lot (mainly, that I was worth the bet).

    I made my plan (crush that career, save the world).

     Now it’s down to the wire.  



THE DAY IT ALL CHAnGED

It will prepare me to succeed.  » It will make  

my family proud.  » It will make so much  

possible.  »  It will change who I am. 

That finish line was in sight.  »  The payoff  

was right there...

THEN...

Then they said, go home.  «  Then they  

said, you’re quarantined.  «  Then they  

said, you’re laid off.  

Then I said,   I can’t let this derail me.

My DePaul degree means everything to me.



NoW We STrive
« THIS   TOTALLY BLINDSIDED ME. »

« QUIT?   NopE... »



NoW We STrive Pandemic. Social unrest. 
Economy in free fall.

Because of all we face today, a DePaul education has never 

been so important…or so uncertain.

Recent events have increased the value of what DePaul so 

deftly delivers—the resilience to adapt, the confidence to 

succeed, the courage to seek justice.

At the same time, this year has also created an 

immeasurably steeper path for our students, bringing even 

the most tenacious to the brink of dropping out.

« QUIT?   NopE... »

« MY DECISION IS   SO TOUGH. »



NoW We ReSolve
INCREASING NUMBERS OF DEPAUL 

STUDENTS STRUGGLE NOT JUST TO 
AFFORD EDUCATION BUT ALSO TO MEET BASIC 

HUMAN NEEDS LIKE RENT AND FOOD. In spring 2020, 
DePaul’s Student Emergency Assistance Fund disbursed nearly 

$525,000 to more than 550 students—10 times its normal granting pace.

« HOW WILL I GET  

  THROUGH THIS? »



NoW We
Gritty and determined, DePaul students persevere. 

They worked hard to get here, harder to stay.  

Today, suddenly, it’s harder than ever.  

DePaul students are commonly of modest means. They find 

their path, eke out tuitions, work multiple jobs—the jobs most 

vulnerable to pandemic-related closures. Disproportionally 

affected by today’s crises, they look outward for help.

ReSolve
If they drop out, they lose the progress they have made.

If they drop out, they lose the dreams that fuel their future. 

If they drop out, we lose the boundless potential they represent 

for our communities, our companies, our Chicago.

Nothing could be more tragic. For them…or for the future we  

face together.



NoW We ReFleCT
DePaul University is the choice of a very special student: able, ambitious, altruistic—

and undaunted by the odds. Our graduates—and the families, organizations and 

companies they come to lead—are DePaul’s enduring gift to our community.

AMBITIOUS AND DIVERSE:

2019 freshman class set 
record for high school 

GPA, 3.69

33% are first-generation  
college students

44% are students  
of color

93% are employed or in  
grad school within six  
months of graduation



32% of full-time undergrads 
receive Pell Grants, which 

demonstrate the highest level 
of financial need.

70% graduate with  
debt averaging more  

than $28,000

83% of incoming freshman 
receive scholarship support

STRETCHING FINANCIALLY:

65% of students  
work part time



NoW We CHERISH

« I’VE MADE   SUCH GREAT PLANS. »

« EVERYONE   IS COUNTING ON ME. »



NoW We CHERISH
Every student holds  
profound potential. 

Yet there are deeper reasons to care.

At DePaul, we view educational access as the path to social equity. 

Vincentian and Chicagoan to the core, we are fiercely inclusive of 

individuals and communities. We serve all by lifting each.

Today, our commitment to access calls us to retain every at-risk 

student. Succeeding in this task, at this moment, is what it means to 

be DePaul.

DePaul alumni hear their own hopeful, ambitious youth echoed 

in today’s students. We know our troubled world needs them more 

than ever—to restore, to lead, to believe.  

They are blessed with the same perseverance that enabled our 

own rise in life. But with all they face today, their resilience does not 

guarantee persistence.

Let us resolve to leave no student behind.



NoW We UPHOLD
« IN MY CAREER, I WANT TO DO WELL.  

   IN MY LIFE, I WANT TO DO RIGHT. »

« I CAN MAKE 
     A DIFFERENCE. »



NoW We UPHOLD
Caring is one thing; acting another.

Echoing through centuries, St. Vincent de Paul calls each of us to 

consider how we can make our imperfect world better—to ask, 

as he did, “What must be done?”

DePaul University’s answer to St. Vincent de Paul is emphatic: 

To ensure a better future, we will equip students from every 

community to transform their world.

Students choose DePaul because they believe—and they know  

we believe—in a society where equity, justice and opportunity 

can exist for all.

Today, their faith must be answered by action—our action,  

to preserve their tenuous pathways to success.  

We all know what must be done.

And now, we must.



NoW We SEEK

While unprecedented events drive this crisis, there is 

nothing unfamiliar about DePaul students stretching 

to the financial brink. We must offer them more stable 

support—in this crucial moment, and beyond.

To achieve this aim, we launch NOW WE MUST, an 

accelerated, ambitious—even audacious—fundraising 

campaign focused solely on student support.

In this moment, your generous partnership will make 

all the difference—for their today, for our tomorrow.



SCHOLARSHIPS
To remove the greatest barrier

EMERGENCY FUNDS
To meet real needs, in real time

TECHNOLOGY
To bridge the connection gap

INTERNSHIP SUPPORT
To advance practical learning

mENTAL HEALTH FUNDS
To protect well-being of spirit

WE SEEK THE RESOURCES TO SUSTAIN 
STUDENT RESILIENCE, THROUGH:



NoW We SACRIFICE
« I’ll GIVE it

   EVERYTHING I’VE GOT. »

« I AM SO GRATEFUL  

  FOR THE HELP. »



NoW We SACRIFICE
Their tomorrow starts today.

For those who believe as we do, there could be no better  

investment than a DePaul student. They represent a powerful 

promise to our future.

But they cannot achieve tomorrow’s promise without  

a solution today.

Let us be clear: The need is immediate. As donors, we must  

give sacrificially. Half-measures will not answer today’s needs or 

tomorrow's aspirations.

If sacrifice means an immediate and powerful impact,  

we welcome it. » If sacrifice sustains a young person’s dream,  

we seek it. » If sacrifice means giving our all, let us follow the 

example of those who came before us—because to them we  

owe our own success.



NoW We MUST
« GETTING THROUGH THIS IS JUST ANOTHER THING

  DePaul will teach me. »

« THERE MUST 
  BE A WAY. »



NoW We MUST Today, for too many of our 
students, a decision beckons.  

The same is true for you.

With feet on the ground and heads in the sky, our students 

seek to change the world. We have the power to affirm, enrich 

and safeguard those aspirations.  

What better way to change the world ourselves?

Now is our moment. We hold the key. We must respond.

An institution dedicated to tomorrow would support its 

students. And here, we do.

A community as grateful and strong as ours would rise as one.  

And now, we must.



NOW WE PREVAIL
Dear friend: 

That’s right. In unprecedented times, DePaul dares the 

unprecedented: to raise more money in a single year 

than ever before, despite deep economic uncertainty.

Yes, our fundraising campaign is ambitious—but I 

could not refuse to lead it. I have seen DePaul students’ 

incredible tenacity and faith. Could I show anything less? 

Could we?

It is time to ask, as St. Vincent de Paul did, "What  

must be done?"

DePaul students have responded to this crisis with the 

characteristic resilience you would expect. Now we must 

do what they would expect of us. This is a moment for 

living up to ideals and expectations—our students’,  

and our own. 

Together, we prevail. Please join me. 

 

SASHA GERRITSON

Campaign Chair, Philanthropy Committee Co-Chair,  

and Member of the Board of Trustees

“So, our vocation is to go, not 

just to one parish, not just to one 

diocese, but all over the world; and 

do what? To set people’s hearts on 

fire, to do what the Son of God did. 

He came to set the world on fire in 

order to inflame it with His love.”  

— St. Vincent de Paul





giving.depaul.edu


